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His dark blond hair hangs down his head in long sturdy locks. His brown eyes stare dreamily out at the sea, 
which is draped in the shadows of  twilight. You can tell by the look on his face that he is longing for 
tomorrow. When he will go out. 
Surfing. Into the waves. Learning to curb their power, until he will stand up and dance on them. That’s how 
our eldest, eleven-year-old son Max, peers at the horizon. It was here in Morocco that he discovered surfing. 
At home, this would have been unthinkable. So it’s something ‘from here’. Recently, he became the proud 
owner of  a real surfboard, which he guards in his bedroom like newly acquired treasure. A framed picture of  
a surfer hangs on his wall to remind him of  his goal. Someday, he will ascend the Olympus: that one huge 
‘pipeline’, a tube wave a surfer literally surfs into and out again. 
He has his own learning style. He respects the sea and no one will push him beyond his limits. During his first 
lessons, he stayed close to the shore. As his confidence grew, he dared to paddle a bit further out. Only to be 
less daring again the week after. It’s fine. He is like a warrior who slowly stalks his prey. Sam, his younger 
brother, is now standing beside him, pointing at every possible ‘pipeline’. Max remains calm and patiently 
displays his knowledge. 
The next morning reveals a clear blue sky and a rolling sea, its waves break rhythmically on the shore. Max 
notices surfer after surfer paddling through the surf. It’s time for him to go too; quickly stuffing down his 
breakfast, ‘May I leave the table?’, wetsuit on, Sam with his bodyboard as his companion, and Mum as his 
watchful guard. He bounces away. From our holiday apartment, I stare at my son paddling in the waves. He 
goes his own way. Not too far out. He sits on his board, peering at the waves coming in. Then the decision to 
‘ride’ a wave. He stands, he goes. And he stands again, goes again and falls off. 
In the surf, Sam fights his own fight on his bodyboard. And Mum watches her sons from the beach. I can 
think of  worse pictures and this one is forever associated with Morocco. 


